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(start of HD, 1.3GB). Instruments developed for new technology, still at electron level. In 

space at high speeds, electron instruments are too slow. Need a Gans plasmatic detection 

system. Chinese are working on it, 1 to 2 years. Conversion of COLORS into 

measurement. Has to be in the plasmatic flow of plasma, North South entry and exit, also 

fields are added in the Gans of the detector. (37 min).  Countries that have the Anti-

gravitational crafts have trouble controlling them because using electron instruments. 

System control of nuclear reactor and controlling space ship same. This what happens in 

brain, emotional center tells physical to get a banana, for example. Control mean, 

understanding the need, very different then what we understand. You have to understand 

the need. Control comes by predicting the need and providing it. In 1996 only 5 nuclear 

controllers in world, only 3 left. The season in relation to the sun, has a huge MG field 

effect on reactors and field measurements. Electron flow from Nano to Cu is AC, and 

only Nano coat is DC. Have to listen to Spanish and Chinese sections, they don't repeat 

what was discussed there.  Reactor under water is a (detector), this is a huge development 

but don't understand.  Tesla was half schizo with plasma because he was missing the 

gravity. Have to understand the thinking of Tesla. You missed it, CuO did not mix with 

CO2 Gans, the current flow is important.  Each matter has different current flow. You do 

not find much current in a structure made of same element, that's why we see not much 

voltage but lot of current (amps). When you put a Gans in one of these reactors, it will 

find a specific position , and that has a specific voltage. The interface you have a balance. 

Why does Saturn have black rings, You'll see these black line between CuO and CO2 

Gans. This is behavior of Nano plasma in a balance condition there is no light emissions. 

All the black rings have same voltage (potential difference), these are your point of 

reference. (1:10).  Knowledge of God has no price, no patent, this is the only way to go, 

serve humanity. Boeing project "Phantom", they are trying to develop this kind of 

technology for travel corridors. Multiple personalities, see different color bandwidth for 

same color. Human body has the best detection system, study this. Gans material is 

condensed Gans in brain. need instruments to detect, control, and.  (1:54 ).  Possibly 

creation of H Gans from coke bottle, needs testing.  Somehow the Coke bottles, in the 

way they were made, the caps and the bottom, soak in caustic, then produce atomic H. If 

you get CO2, you have a hole in bottle, and get Amino Acid, this is how vegetables get 

there color.  Question on Armands gadget, outer wires read constant 300 Milo-volts, 0 

resistance.  (2:31). Announce opening of Space Ship Institute (SSI) in conjunction with 

University at Bari, Italy. Opening April 24, 2015. No homework, but at end of year you 

have to write down what you have learned and want to give to humanity. Italian 

authorities have a problem but as there's a recession they're allowing the new system. 

Will start at 10 AM so people can do whatever they need to survive, and afternoon 3 PM 

to 6 PM. All students are monitored because of past threats and actions against the 

Foundation. You come to learn and to teach, (rates in Italy 22 Euros/hour, institute gives 

40 euros/hr).  

 


